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Abstract. In this paper we present an overview of finite element methods that 

have recently been developed for the numerical simulation of two-phase 

incompressible flow problems. We only consider the fluid dynamics, modeled by 

the Navier-Stokes equations with a surface tension force at the interface. We 

discuss a finite element discretization of the level set equation, the discretization 

of surface tension both for the case of a clean and a viscous interface, and an 

extended finite element method for approximation of the discontinuous pressure 

variable.  
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INTRODUCTION  

Nowadays finite element methods form an approved technology for the discretization 

of one-phase incompressible flow problems. Concerning the application of finite element 

discretization methods in two-phase flows much less is known. In the past decade there has 

been a strong increase in the research on extensions of finite element techniques to the field of 

two-phase incompressible flow problems. In this paper we present an overview of some finite 

element methods that are specifically designed for the discretization of two-phase flow 

problems. 
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We restrict ourselves to the fluid dynamics, which is modeled by the Navier-Stokes 

equation with a surface tension force at the interface. For discretization we use an Eulerian 

approach in which the (moving) interface is captured by the level set method. Related to this 

we treat (in Section 2) the following four finite element topics. Firstly, a finite element 

discretization of the hyperbolic level set equation, which has to be stable and accurate, in 

particular with respect to volume conservation, is addressed. Secondly, we explain a 

discretization method for the surface tension force in which (discrete) second derivatives 

(related to interface curvature) are avoided. As a third topic we treat a finite element method 

for handling surface viscosity, described by the Boussinesq-Scriven model. Finally we explain 

how the extended finite element method (XFEM) can be used for an accurate approximation 

of the pressure variable, which is discontinuous across the interface. 

We mention that recently special finite element techniques have also been developed 

for the numerical simulation of mass transport in two-phase flows, which is modeled by a 

convection-diffusion equation with a Henry condition at the interface. The XFEM technique 

can be combined with a method due to Nitsche, resulting in a flexible and accurate method for 

numerically treating the Henry condition ([16]). For the simulation of transport of surfactants 

on the interface an Eulerian finite element method can be used for the discretization of the 

convection-diffusion equation on the moving interface. 

Most of these finite element methods have recently been treated in the literature. The 

aim of this paper is to present a compact unified overview of some methods used for the fluid 

dynamics problem. Therefore we only present the main ideas of these methods, while 

referring to the corresponding literature for more details, e.g. on theoretical (error) analyses. 

 

FINITE ELEMENT METHODS FOR THE FLUID DYNAMICS MODEL 

Mathematical model  

Let dR , 2,3=d , be a domain containing two different immiscible 

incompressible phases. The time dependent subdomains containing the two phases are 

denoted by )(1 t  and )(2 t  with 21=   and  =21 . We assume that 1  and 

2  are connected and  =1  (i. e., 1  is completely contained in  ). The interface 

is denoted by )()(=)( 21 ttt  . The standard model for describing incompressible two-
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phase flows consists of the Navier-Stokes equations in the subdomains with the coupling 

condition  

 nσn  =][  

at the interface, i. e., the surface tension balances the jump of the normal stress on the 

interface. We use the notation ][v  for the jump across  , nn =  is the unit normal at the 

interface   (pointing from 1  into 2 ),   the curvature of  ,   the surface tension 

coefficient (assumed to be constant) and σ  the stress tensor defined by  

 ,)(=)(),(= Tp uuuDuDIσ    

with ),(= txpp  the pressure, ),(= txuu  the velocity and   the viscosity. We assume 

continuity of u  across the interface. Combined with the conservation laws for mass and 

momentum we obtain the following standard model, cf. for example [24, 31, 30, 16],  

 1,2,= , 

][0,  in 0= div

][0,  in =)())(( div
i

T

Tp
t

i
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 0.=][,=][   unσn   (2) 

 The constants ii  ,  denote viscosity and density in the subdomain i , 1,2=i , and g  is an 

external volume force (gravity). To make this problem well-posed we need suitable boundary 

conditions for u  and an initial condition for u . For simplicity we restrict to homogeneous 

Dirichlet boundary conditions for u . 

The location of the interface )(t  is in general unknown and is coupled to the local 

flow field which transports the interface. For immiscible fluids this transport of the interface 

is modeled by nu  =V , where V  denotes the normal velocity of the interface. 

One very popular method for numerically capturing the moving interface )(t  is 

based on the level set method [28, 27, 23]. We briefly recall the main idea. The inflow part of 

the boundary is given by }0<)()( | {:= xxx 

  nu . For given sufficiently smooth 

boundary data g  and initial condition 0  we consider the problem of finding a solution 

),(= tx , ][0, , Ttx  , of the level set equation  

 

.  in=,0)(

  on=

  in0=
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 The velocity field u  used in (3) results form the Navier-Stokes equations. The boundary data 

g  may depend on t , and the initial condition 0  is assumed to satisfy ,0)(=)(0 xgx  for 

x . The initial condition is chosen such that (0)=}0=)( | { 0 xx   and 0  is 

(approximately) a signed distance function to (0) . From the definition of the transport 

equation in (3) it follows that }0=),( | {=)( txxt  , i.e., the interface is given by the zero 

level of ),( tx .  

Discretization of the level set equation  

If a conforming finite element discretization is applied to the linear hyperbolic level 

set equation, a suitable stabilization is necessary. One very popular technique is the standard 

SUPG method (also often called streamline diffusion finite element method). Alternatively 

one could use a discontinuous Galerkin approach (DG), cf. [2, 17]. Here we only consider the 

SUPG method. Let 0>}{ hhT  be a family of shape regular tetrahedral triangulations of  . For 

simplicity we restrict to triangulations hT  that are quasi-uniform. The parameter h  denotes 

the maximal diameter: Th
T hh max= T , with )(diam= ThT . Let k

hV  be the standard 

polynomial finite element space:  

 1.  },  allfor    )( | )({= |  kTvCvV hkThh

k

h TP  

For the level set equation one typically has an inhomogeneous boundary condition on the 

inflow boundary. This can be treated in different ways, for example, as a weakly imposed 

condition incorporated in the bilinear form (as in [19]) or as an essential condition in the finite 

element space. We use the latter approach since it fits better to the analysis in [7]. For this we 

introduce the set of points on the inflow boundary   that correspond to degrees of freedom 

in the finite element space k

hV . This set is denoted by )( V . For a given )( Cf  we 

define  

 }.)(  allfor  )(=)( | {=)(  VxxfxvVvfV h

k

hh

k

h  

The 2L -scalar product on   and corresponding norm are denoted by ),(   and  , 

respectively. The SUPG semi-discretization of the level set equation (3) is as follows: For 

][0,Tt  determine ))((),( tgVt k

hh   with hh 0,=,0)(    such that  

 (0).  allfor  0=),( k

hhhhh
h Vvvv
t





uu 


 (4) 
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 For the stabilization parameter   we take the value 

)(

=
L

h

u
 . The discrete initial 

condition )( 00,  k

hh V  is a (sufficiently accurate) finite element approximation of 0 . The 

space discretization (4) can be combined with finite difference approximations of the time 

derivative. In [7] the implicit Euler, Crank-Nicolson (CN) and BDF2 time discretizations are 

analyzed in a general setting. To simplify the presentation, we restrict to the CN method. 

Combination of the SUPG spatial discretization with the CN time discretization results in a 

fully discrete problem with a sequence of finite element functions ))(( n

k

h

n

h tgV , Nn1 , 

with TtN = , tntn := . The initialization is given by hh 0,

0 = , and for 1n  the discrete 

solution ))(( n

k

h

n

h tgV  is defined by  

 (0).  allfor  0=)),(
2

1
( 1

1
k

hhhh

n

h

n

h

n

h

n

h Vvvv
t
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 For this method a discretization error analysis was recently given in [7]. In this analysis is 

assumed that the level set function   has sufficient regularity such that higher derivatives of 

 , that occur in the error bounds, exist (at least close to the interface). For the SUPG-CN 

approximation ))(( TgV k

h

N

h   of ),( T  the error bound  

 )()),((),( 22

1

thTcTT
k

N

h

N

h 


 u  (6) 

 is proved. The constant c  depends on the smoothness of the data g  and the solution  , but 

does not depend on T , h , t . In view of surface tension approximation (cf. Section 2.3) the 

case 2=k , i.e. quadratic finite elements, is particularly relevant. The error analysis shows 

that the SUPG is a stable method that results in accurate approximations (at least second order 

accurate for 2=k ). Furthermore, due to the control on the derivative of the error in 

streamline direction there are only (very) weak numerical oscillations. Results of numerical 

experiments which quantify these observations are given in e.g. [7, 25]. In the context of 

incompressible flows the issue of volume conservation is important. Due to incompressibility 

one has 0=)(tV
dt

d
, where ))((int=)( ttV   denotes the volume (in 3D) of the phase 

contained in the interior of )(t . The discrete interface at time T  is given by 

}0=)( | {= xx N

hh  , with N

h  the discrete level set solution defined in (5). In [25] it is shown 

that, under reasonable assumptions e.g. on the choice of t  and on the smoothness of h , the 

discrete interface )(= Thh   is close to )(= T  in the following sense. The error bounds  
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hold, with )(xd  the signed distance function to  , )(= TVV  and )(int= hhV   the volume of 

the phase contained in the interior of h . These results show that although there is no exact 

volume conservation the error is of acceptable size (second order for 2=k ) and can be 

controlled, e.g. by the order k  of the finite elements used. We refer to [25] for results of 

numerical experiments that illustrate the predicted good performance w.r.t. volume 

conservation. We emphasize that for the results outlined above it is essential that, close to the 

interface )(t , the level set function   behaves smoothly (more precise: is close to a signed 

distance function). In practice this is realized by using a suitable re-initialization procedure. 

We do not treat this topic here.  

Discretization of the surface tension force 

 We assume the surface tension coefficient   in (2) to be constant. For capturing the 

interface we use a level set method with SUPG discretization as outlined above, and 2=k . 

The condition 2k  is, at least in the approach presented below, essential for getting 

satisfactory approximations of the surface tension force (which involves the curvature of the 

interface). A discrete interface approximation can be constructed as follows. The piecewise 

quadratic finite element approximation of   on a tetrahedral triangulation (in 3D) hT  is 

denoted by h . Note that in general it is not easy to determine the zero level of h . Therefore 

an additional approximation is introduced. We use one further refinement of hT , denoted by 

hT , that is obtained by regular subdivision of each tetrahedron into 8 child tetrahedra. Let 

)( hI   be the continuous piecewise linear function on hT  which interpolates h  at all vertices 

of all tetrahedra in hT . The approximation of the interface   is defined by  

 }0=))(( | {:= xIx hh   (7) 

 and consists of piecewise planar segments that are easy to compute. 

In the weak formulation of the fluid dynamics problem the surface tension interface 

condition nσn  =][  is represented by a linear functional  

 dsf nvv   :=)(  (8) 

 with v  a velocity test vector function and n  the unit normal on  . In a Galerkin finite 

element discretization we only use hvv =  from a finite element space (e.g. piecewise 
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quadratics). In many numerical simulations of two-phase flows, the discretization of the 

curvature   is a very delicate issue. This is related to the fact that   contains second 

derivatives. One way to express these second derivatives is by means of the Laplace-Beltrami 

characterization of the mean curvature:  

 .),()(=)(id   xxxx n  (9) 

 In the variational formulation we have the possibility to lower the order of differentiation by 

shifting one of the derivatives to the test function. Using this, we see that (8), with hvv = , 

can be rewritten as follows:  

 ,,id=)( hhhh dsf Vvvv  


   (10) 

 where hV  denotes the velocity finite element space. In this variational setting it is natural to 

use the expression on the right-hand side in (10) as a starting point for the discretization of the 

surface tension force. This idea is used in, for example, [8, 3, 12, 13, 18, 22]. In this 

discretization we use the approximation h  of  . Given this approximate interface h , the 

localized force term )( hf v  is approximated by  

 .,id:=)( hhhhhh
h

hh
dsf Vvvv  


   (11) 

 In [15] an error analysis for this discretization is given. Based on that analysis, it is natural to 

introduce the following modified, more accurate, variant of the functional 
h

f . Define the 

orthogonal projection  

 ,edgean on not   ,for  )()(:=)( xxxxx h

T

hhh  nnIP  

where hn  is the unit normal on h  (pointing outward from 1 ). The tangential derivative 

along h  can be written as gg h
h

 P= . Note that  

 ,),,(=id=id 321

T

hhhhhhh
eee PPPP    

with ie  the i -th standard basis vector in 3R . Thus the functional 
h

f  can be written as  

 
.)(:=,=

id=)(

3

1=

ihiihih
hi

h
hhh

h
h

h

vdsve

dsf

vP

vPv
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 The discrete interface h  is constructed as the zero level of hI , where h  is a piecewise 

quadratic function. This piecewise quadratic function contains better information about the 
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curvature of   than its piecewise linear interpolation hI  that is used for the construction of 

h . An improved projection hP
~

 based on h  can be defined as follows:  

 .,)(~)(~:=)(
~

,
)(

)(
:=)(~

h

T

hhh

h

h
h xxxx

x

x
x 




nnIPn




 (13) 

 Hence an obvious modification is given by  

 .)(:=,
~

=

id
~

=)(
~

3

1=

ihiihih
hi

hhhh
h

hh

vdsve

dsf
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vPv





















 (14) 

 In [15] an error analysis is presented which shows that this discretization of the surface 

tension force is (significantly) better than the one in (11). 

Treatment of interface viscosity with the Boussinesq-Scriven model 

In modeling the rheological properties of particle-laden interfaces one often 

introduces an effective surface viscosity [20, 21]. A standard mathematical description of this 

is by means of the so-called Boussinesq-Scriven model which we now introduce, cf. also [29, 

6, 26]. First we recall that for the bulk fluid, based on the Cauchy stress principle and 

assuming the Newtonian stress tensor form ))((= uDIσ Lp  , with a linear operator L , one 

can derive the Newtonian stress tensor representation  

 ).(div= uDIuσ  pI  (15) 

 The Boussinesq-Scriven model starts from the (rheological) assumption that the interface 

behaves like a two-dimensional Newtonian fluid. In analogy with the approach for a 

Newtonian fluid in the bulk phase, we start from the structural assumption that on each 

(small) connected surface segment   there is a contact force on   of the form  

 ,))((:=)()),((=  with, PuuPuDuDPσσ TLn    

with L  a linear operator. The unit vector n  is normal to   and tangential to  . Recall that 

TnnIP =  is the orthogonal projection onto  . This projection is used, since nn Pσσ  =  

should represent only contact forces that are tangential to the surface. Note that for 0=L  this 

contact force reduces to the surface tension contact force nnn  == Pσ . Using the same 

principles (isotropy, independence of the frame of reference) as in the derivation of (15) it can 

be shown, cf. [29, 1], that the interface stress tensor σ  must have the following form:  

 ),(div
~

= uDPuPσ     (16) 
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 with parameters 
~

,  . This is the interface analogon of the bulk stress tensor 

representation in (15). Note that in general 0div u , even if 0= divu  holds. In case of 

viscous behavior of the interface one takes 0> . In a finite element setting the 

implementation of this surface viscosity is essentially the same as that of the surface tension 

force for a clean interface as described in Section 2.3. We outline the main idea. In the 

viscous interface case we have an interface force balance condition of the form  

 ),(div=][  σσn  (17) 

 with an interface stress tensor σ  as in (16). In the weak formulation, instead of the surface 

tension functional dsf vnv   =)(  as in (8) we have the generalization  

 .)(div=)( dsf vσv 


   

We can rewrite this using partial integration, resulting in the viscous surface tension 

functional  

 ,)(=)(
3

1=

dsvef i

T

i

i




   σv  (18) 

 with Tvvv ),,(= 321v . The numerical discretization of this force can be realized very similar to 

that in (14):  

 ,)(=)(
~ 3

1=

dsvef ih

hT

i
hi

h 


   σv  

with ihiv )(= v  and  

 .
~

))((
~~

)div(
~~

= h

T

hhhhhh

h PuuPPuPσ     

In the implementation of this discrete force functional one needs the same projection operator 

hP
~

 as in (14) and one has to compute integrals over the approximate interface h  which 

consists of piecewise planar segments.  

XFEM for approximation of the pressure variable 

We outline the basic idea of the extended finite element method (XFEM). In the 

setting of two-phase flow problem this method is very suitable for the approximation of the 

pressure, which, due to the surface tension force, is discontinuous across the interface. 

Let hT  be a triangulation of the domain   consisting of tetrahedra and let  

 }  allfor    | | )({= 1 hTh TqCqV TP   
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be the standard finite element space of continuous piecewise linear functions. We define the 

index set },{1,= nJ , where hVn dim=  is the number of degrees of freedom. Let 

n

jjq 1=}{:=B  be the nodal basis of hV , i. e. jiij xq ,=)(   for Jji,  where 3Rix  denotes the 

spatial coordinate vector of the i -th degree of freedom. 

The idea of the XFEM method is to enrich the original finite element space hV  by 

additional basis functions X

jq  for Jj  where JJ   is a given index set. An additional basis 

function 
X

jq  is constructed by multiplying the original nodal basis function jq  by a so called 

enrichment function j :  

                                             ).()(:=)( xxqxq jj

X

j   (19) 

 This enrichment yields the extended finite element space  

 ).}{}({span := JJ   j

X

jjj

X

h qqV  

This idea was introduced in [10] and further developed in [4] for different kinds of 

discontinuities (kinks, jumps), which may also intersect or branch. The choice of the 

enrichment function depends on the type of discontinuity. For representing jumps the 

Heaviside function is proposed to construct appropriate enrichment functions. Basis functions 

with kinks can be obtained by using the distance function as enrichment function. 

In our case the finite element space hV  is enriched by discontinuous basis functions 

X

jq  for }0>)supp(meas | {:== 2 jqjj  JJJ   , as discontinuities in the pressure only 

occur at the interface. Let R:d  be the signed distance function (or an approximation to 

it) with d  negative in 1  and positive in 2 . In our applications the discretization of the 

level set function   is used for d . Then by means of the Heaviside function H  we define  

 









.1

,       0
=))((:=)(

2

1

x

x
xdHxH  

As we are interested in functions with a jump across the interface we define the enrichment 

function  

                                      )()(:=)( j

H

j xHxHx    (20) 

 and a corresponding function 
H

jj

X

j qq := , Jj . The second term in the definition of 
H

j  

is constant and may be omitted (as it does not introduce new functions in the function space), 

but ensures the nice property 0=)( i

X

j xq , i.e.
X

jq  vanishes in all degrees of freedom. As a 

consequence, we have  
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                                      ), supp( supp Tqq

hT

j

X

j 




T

 (21) 

 where }0>)(meas | {= 2  TT hh TT . Thus 0X

jq  in all T  with  hT T .    

In the following we will use the notation 
H

jjj qq  :=  and  

 }) | {} | ({span := 

  JJ jqjqV jjh  

to emphasize that the extended finite element space 

hV  depends on the location of the 

interface  . In particular the dimension of 

hV  may change if the interface is moved. The 

shape of the extended basis functions for the 1D case is sketched in Figure 1. 

        

Figure  1: Extended finite element basis functions 


ii qq ,  (dashed) and 


jj qq ,  (solid) for 1D case. 

 

Note that 

hV  can also be characterized by the following property:  hVq  if and only 

if there exist functions hVqq 21,  such that 
i

i
i

qq  |=| , 1,2=i . 

For the space 

hV  optimal approximation error bounds, both in the 2L - and 1H -norm, 

can be derived. For example, for )(2 Lp  with )(1

| ii
Hp  , 1,2=i , we have  

 .inf
21

1,2 

 pchpq
Lh

hVhq

 (22) 

 In [14, 9] this finite element method is used in the numerical simulation of two-phase flow 

problems. 

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT 

We present results of a numerical experiment. These results are from [16] and have 

been validated by a comparison with measurement data on rise velocities, cf. below. In the 
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Figure  2: 2D sketch of the 

rising droplet example. 

Figure  3: Interface and part of the grid for a rising droplet 

with radius  mmrd 1=  at times st 0.2=  (left) and 

st 0.4=  (right). 

 

simulation we used the DROPS package [11], in which the finite element methods described 

above are implemented. 

We consider a single n-butanol droplet inside a rectangular tank 

3333 ]10[0,12]10[0,30]10[0,12= m   filled with water, cf. Figure 2. The material 

properties of this two-phase system are given in Table 1. Initially at rest ( sm/0=0u ) the 

droplet starts to rise in y -direction due to buoyancy effects, with 2= xy  and ),,(= 321 xxxx . 

  

quantity (unit) n-butanol water 

    ( 3/mkg ) 845.4 986.5   

   ( smkg/ )      3103.281         3101.388     

   ( mN/ ) 3101.63     

 

Table  1: Material properties of the system n-butanol / water. 

   For the initial triangulation 0T  the domain   is subdivided into 4104   sub-cubes 

each consisting of 6 tetrahedra. Then the grid is refined four times in the vicinity of the 

interface  . As time evolves the grid is adapted to the moving interface. Figure 3 shows the 

droplet and a part of the adaptive mesh for two different time steps. A movie of this numerical 

simulation is given on the website [11].    
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For a butanol droplet with radius mm1 , in Figure 4 the y -coordinate of the droplet's 

barycenter dx  is shown as a function of time, where  

 .))((meas=)(
)(

1

1

13 dxxttx
t

d 
  

The average velocity )(tdu  of the drop is given by  

 .),())((meas=)(
)(

1

1

13 dxtxtt
t

d uu 
  

Note that )(=)( ttx dd u  and, due to incompressibility and immiscibility, 

(0))(meas=))((m 1313  teas . For a butanol droplet with radius mm1  Figure 5 shows the 

rise velocity, which is the second coordinate of the average velocity )(tdu . After a certain 

time the rise velocity becomes almost constant and the droplet reaches a terminal rise velocity 

denoted by ru . For the radius mmrd 1=  we obtain smmur /53= . 

 

 

 

We computed the terminal rise velocities ru  of rising butanol droplets for different 

drop radii dr . For larger droplets with mmrd 1.5  a coarser mesh was used (3 times local 

refinement instead of 4 times as for the smaller droplets) because of memory limitations. A 

validation of the simulation results by means of comparison with experimental data is given in 

[5]. In Figure 6, which is taken from [5], the terminal rise velocity ru  is plotted versus the 

droplet radius dr  and a comparison of experimental and simulation results is shown. For a 

discussion of these results we refer to [5]. .  

       Figure  4: y-coordinate of barycenter 

of a rising butanol droplet with radius 1 

mm as a function of time t. 

 

     Figure  5: Rise velocity of a butanol 

droplet with radius 1 mm as a function of 

time t. 
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Figure  6: Terminal rise velocities  ru   for different droplet radii  dr . Experimental data (open circles), 

DROPS simulation results (filled circles) and curve fitted to experimental data (solid line). 
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